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Giants fall to Matt Kemp
and the Dodgers 2-1 in 10th
to split shortened series. B1

Sporting Green

Suspected poison gas attack targets Syrian opposition. A2
World

Lines Ballet commemorates
35th anniversary by pairing
with Indian music great. E1

Datebook

Fifty years ago Monday, Napa
County passed an ordinance that
has defined the course of its history
and, one could argue, determined
the history of California wine.

The Napa Valley Agricultural
Preserve, passed by the Board of
Supervisors on April 9, 1968, re-
solved to protect the valley’s most
precious resource: land.

Here, land holds an extraordinary
potential for producing fine wine

grapes, and Napa
residents wanted
to protect it from
strip malls and
subdivisions.
Agriculture,

which in Napa means viticulture,
was declared the “highest and best
use” of this unique, unmatched slice
of earth.

Now, a half century later, Napa
has arrived at another turning point,
this time with a June ballot initiative
that could alter the course of its
history again.

Measure C, the Watershed and
Oak Woodland Protection Initiative,
on a mail-in ballot to be tallied June
5, seeks to curb further vineyard
development to preserve the
streams, oak trees and natural habi-
tats on the Napa Valley hillsides. It’s
a proposal that has bitterly divided
the valley.

Its supporters, led by local envi-
ronmentalists Mike Hackett and Jim
Wilson, believe that after 50 years of
unbridled success, the profit-hungry
wine industry has brutally exploited
the landscape. In the name of grow-
ing grapes, too many trees have been
cut down, too much water contam-
inated. Measure C would mandate
that vineyards have larger setbacks

from streams and would set a hard
limit on further deforestation.

The measure’s opponents, on the
other hand, argue that it would
undermine the one thing that has
kept Napa Valley beautiful and made
it prosperous: agriculture.

The harsh tenor of the debate over
Measure C, however, has made it

“This is the next step for the
next 50 years. If the initiative

doesn’t pass, we’re lost.”
Mike Hackett,

local environmentalist and supporter of Measure C

“If this initiative passes, it will be
the beginning of the demise of the
wine industry in Napa County.”

Dario Sattui,
winery owner and opponent of Measure C

Gabrielle Lurie / Special to The Chronicle 2016

Napa County’s vineyards, like these at Cain Winery, have exploited the landscape, environmentalists argue.

NapaValley split
over land’s future
Vineyard curb sought to preserve trees, streams

John Storey / Special to The Chronicle

Winemaker Randy Dunn, shown with his dog Dominga at the Wildlake
Nature Preserve, has become the steward of Howell Mountain.
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Measure C continues on A6

SACRAMENTO—A line of law enforce-
ment officers stood stoically as protesters
confronted them, chanting a refrain that has
become a fixture of Sacramento protests over
the police killing of an unarmedAfrican
Americanman.

“We don’t need you, we don’t want you,”
the protesters said. And onewoman added a
message that’s been at the heart of the pro-
tests: “We don’t trust you.”

State Sen. Nancy Skinner says she’s got a
partial solution: legislation that would loosen
California’s airtight restrictions on publiciz-
ing police misconduct records and investiga-
tions into officer-involved shootings. The
Berkeley Democrat calls it a step toward
building trust in police in some communities.

However, even in an overwhelmingly Dem-
ocratic Legislature, passage of Skinner’s pro-
posal is far from assured. Police groups have
defeated similar legislation in the past, and
they’re not yet on boardwith ameasure that
would still keepmany disciplinary records
under wraps.

For activists whowant the two Sacramento
police officers who shot Stephon Clark on

Bill tries
to lift veil
off police
discipline
Killing prompts Berkeley
legislator to seek greater
public access to records

By Melody Gutierrez

Skinner continues on A6

Billionaire activist Tom Steyer is bringing
a nationwide town hall tour promoting Pres-
ident Trump’s impeachment to Oakland, but
he’s got more in mind than leading a pep
rally for Bay Area liberals. He intends to
shame Democrats who aren’t cheering along
with him.

“I think there’s a question about what
people are willing to say in public that they
know is true,” said Steyer, a former San
Francisco hedge fund manager who com-
mands attention in left-leaning circles for the
tens of millions he’s spent on registering
voters and backing Democratic candidates.

Many Democrats aren’t calling to impeach
Trump, Steyer said, “because of political
posturing before the midterms.”

Steyer’s appearance Wednesday highlights
a stark divide among the most liberal Demo-
crats: Is removing Trump from office “the
most important issue in America right now,”
as Steyer insists, or is it premature to move
before they have what Dublin Rep. Eric
Swalwell calls “an impenetrable set of facts”?

Some Democrats fear losing the moral and

Billionaire
puts Dems
on the spot
over Trump
By Joe Garofoli

Steyer continues on A5

A 130-unit family housing project proposed
for the Mission District will be the first in San
Francisco to take advantage of a new state law
that allows developers to skip expensive and
lengthy environmental review in exchange for
building a certain amount of affordable apart-
ments.

Last week Mission Economic Development
Agency, known as MEDA, and the Tenderloin
Neighborhood Development Corp. submitted an
application to invoke Senate Bill 35 at 681 Flori-
da St., a site developer Nick Podell donated to
the city as part of the community benefits pack-
age for his 195-unit, market rate development at
2000 Bryant St.

Under the law by state Sen. Scott Wiener,
D-San Francisco, developers of certain projects
can bypass the environmental analysis typically

Nonprofit seeks
to build under
law it opposes
By J.K. Dineen

Development continues on A5

Weather
Increasing
clouds.
Highs: 61-81.
Lows: 45-54.
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